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Table 1 Discrepancies between the fire start report and OSIRIS 

20160825SPN_01 

20170208SPN_01 

 

  Incidents listed in OSIRIS as fires, but not included 

in fire start report. 

Review of incidents identified the faults were on 

customer installations and therefore not reportable 

to the AER. 

OSIRIS reports re-opened for AusNet Services to 

update. 

No impacts on f-factor validation process. 

20170130SPN_01 

20170817SPN_02 

  Incidents not listed in OSIRIS as fires. 

OSIRIS reports re-opened for AusNet Services to 

update. 

No impacts on f-factor validation process. 

20170526SPN_01   Incidents listed in OSIRIS as fires, but not included 

in fire start report. 

Further review by AusNet Services identified that 

this incident should have been included in the 

AusNet fire start report. 

20170817SPN_01   Typographic error. Incident report incorrectly listed 

as 20170817SPN-01. 

Fire start report updated to fix error. 

Table 2 Discrepancies in location and timing data 

Number of records 110 110 

Number of discrepancies 109 (99%) 98 (89%) 

Minimum discrepancy 2.7 m 0.0 min 

Maximum discrepancy 6,719 m 4,318 min (72 hr) 

Average discrepancy 338 m 194 min 

Median discrepancy 86 m 58 min 



 

 

 

 

 

                                            



Table 3 Discrepancies potentially material to calculation of the IRU amount 

20161010SPN_04 -37.72605 145.14718 
9/10/2016 

14:54 
-37.72441 145.14645 

9/10/2016 

14:55 

20161104SPN_02 -38.06114 145.32182 
2/11/2016 

17:57 
-38.06135 145.3221 

2/11/2016 

11:15 

20170111SPN_01 -38.12308 147.08043 
12/01/2017 

12:46 
-38.12303 147.07959 

10/01/2017 

15:20 

20170130SPN_01 -36.15526 146.05535 
25/01/2017 

18:18 
-36.15521 146.04965 

25/01/2017 

18:20 

20170216SPN_02 -36.00833 146.39379 
14/02/2017 

15:12 
-36.00754 146.3937 

14/02/2017 

15:15 

20170220SPN_01 -36.28502 147.11865 
17/02/2017 

17:23 
-36.2891 147.11879 

17/02/2017 

17:25 

20170223SPN_01 -36.11743 147.00305 
23/02/2017 

15:04 
-36.12559 147.00578 

22/02/2017 

14:50 

20170601SPN_01 -37.87655 148.00506 
17/05/2017 

19:05 
-37.87698 148.00298 

17/05/2017 

17:55 

20170704SPN_01 -37.89622 147.85528 
10/06/2017 

23:16 
-37.89614 147.8556 

10/06/2017 

20:10 

                                            



Table 4 Fire Danger Rating and multipliers for incidents in Table 4  

cells in orange show where differences were found 

20161010SPN_04 No forecast 0.1 0.2 No forecast 0.1 0.2 

20161104SPN_02 No forecast 0.1 0.2 
Low-

Moderate 
0.2 0.2 

20170111SPN_01 High 0.5 4.6 High 0.5 4.6 

20170130SPN_01 Very high 1.0 4.6 High 0.5 4.6 

20170216SPN_02 High 0.5 0.2 High 0.5 0.2 

20170220SPN_01 High 0.5 4.6 Very High 1.0 4.6 

20170223SPN_01 Very high 1.0 4.6 Very High 1.0 4.6 

20170601SPN_01 No forecast 0.1 0.2 No forecast 0.1 0.2 

20170704SPN_01 No forecast 0.1 0.2 No forecast 0.1 0.2 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 4 Discrepancies in pole and line identification numbers 

20160725SPN_02  line id  

20160808SPN_02  line id  

20160817SPN_01  line id  

20160819SPN_01 line id   

20160823SPN_01   pole id 

20160829SPN_01   pole id 

20160830SPN_01  line id  

20160914SPN_01  pole and line id  

20160922SPN_02 line id pole id  

20160926SPN_01  pole id  

20161003SPN_03  line id  

20161010SPN_04   pole id 

                                            



20161012SPN_01   pole and line id 

20161024SPN_02  line id pole id 

20161102SPN_01   pole and line id 

20161104SPN_02  pole id  

20161107SPN_01  pole id  

20161110SPN_01 pole id   

20161115SPN_02   pole and line id 

20161124SPN_02  line id pole id 

20161128SPN_01  line id pole id 

20161220SPN_02   pole and line id 

20170103SPN_04  pole and line id  

20170116SPN_01  line id  

20170116SPN_02   pole and line id 

20170117SPN_02   pole and line id 

20170118SPN_01 pole id line id  

20170201SPN_01  line id  

20170206SPN_07   line id 

20170213SPN_01  line id  

20170215SPN_01  pole id  

20170217SPN_01  pole id line id 

20170223SPN_01   pole id 

20170228SPN_01  pole id  

20170301SPN_02  line id  

20170319SPN_01  pole id  

20170406SPN_01  line id  

20170420SPN_01   pole id 

20170510SPN_02   line id 

20170529SPN_01  line id  

20170531SPN_02 line id   

20170601SPN_01  line id  

20170614SPN_01 line id   

20170627SPN_01  pole id  

20170704SPN_01 line id   

20170707SPN_01 pole id   

20170817SPN_02  pole and line id  



Table 5 Amendments to multipliers and IRU amounts 

cells in orange show where differences were found 

30 20161104SPN_02 0.1 0.2 0.02 0.2 0.2 0.04 

69 20170130SPN_01 1.0 4.6 4.6 0.5 4.6 2.3 

85 20170220SPN_01 0.5 4.6 2.3 1.0 4.6 4.6 

 

                                            



Table 3 Summary of findings 

Clause 6(3)(d) Request from AER The fire start report addressed the AusNet Services 

distribution system separately from other systems 

managed by the service provider. 

Clause 6(3)(e)(i) Comparative analysis —  

non-IRU factors 

There were eight discrepancies between the 

assessment of the ESV fire start category made by 

AusNet Services and that made by ESV. 

There were 83 discrepancies between the 

assessment of the fire type made by AusNet 

Services and that made by ESV. Most of these 

related to a same misclassification. 

These discrepancies were not material to the 

calculation of the total IRU amount. 

Clause 6(3)(e)(ii) Comparative analysis —  

IRU-specific factors 

While there were a significant number of differences 

between the fire start report and OSIRIS data sets, 

there were only three discrepancies material to 

calculation of the total IRU amount. 

Clause 6(3)(e)(iii) Comparative analysis —  

non-IRU factors 

There were 29 discrepancies between the fire start 

report and OSIRIS in relation to pole identification 

number. 

There were 33 discrepancies between the fire start 

report and OSIRIS in relation to polyphase electric 

line identification number. 

These discrepancies were not material to the 

calculation of the total IRU amount. 

Clause 6(3)(e)(iv) Comparative analysis —  

non-IRU factors 

There was one discrepancy between the fire start 

report and OSIRIS in relation to voltage of the line 

involved in the fire. 

This discrepancy was not material to the calculation 

of the total IRU amount. 

Clause 6(3)(e)(v) Verification of IRU amount The total IRU amount provided in the AusNet 

Services 2016-2017 fire start report needs to be 

amended from 148.68 to 148.70. 

Clause 6(3)(f) Completeness assessment AusNet Services had reported all fires to ESV as the 

relevant entity. 


